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Merlin!
Well now, here we are once again to speak together, to discover together
the best way to reside within the magic… of what? The magic of real
fulfillment. And that’s really what this speaking is all about. You call it a
bonus, and I call it The Real Thing: Magic of Fulfillment.
This is your friend Merlin and you have gathered together for this class,
calling forth this information; and you might not have said, “Well tell me
about real fulfillment, Merlin.” You might not have said that, but inside
you’ve tasted a little bit of it, you’ve felt a little bit of it. At times it’s been a
little illusive and you wanted more of what was starting to manifest for you,
and it slipped away. Not a blameful experience, but perhaps a most natural
experience as you are walking through your journey upon earth.
But we’re gathered together here in this class to discover how to journey
differently. To discover how you can reside in
the moment of creation and experience
externally and internally, the fulfillment of your

This is about the
Magic of Fulfillment!

choices, of your desires, of your hopes and
dreams.
Now there are different programs out there, so to speak, that are more
solid. They can really help you. You have learned how to vision, you have
learned how to hold within your consciousness an idea of what you’d really
like. And within all of those programs, there’s a thread that runs through
them all. What’s the tread?
The thread is getting real. It’s called getting real. Now I want to talk a
little bit about that. What’s getting real all about amongst us in this class?
It’s this. You want to think big. Yes. And I’m not talking about holding
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your breath. I’m not talking about getting to the nitty-gritty of what color car
you’d like to have. I’m not talking about that; and I’m not saying it’s valid or
invalid. But I’m talking about something else.
When you say to yourself, “I could really use an extra hundred dollars”,
I’m saying to you, that’s really not true. What you could really use is an
unlimited flowing of abundance where you don’t even have to think about
what you could use, a hundred or a hundred thousand. They’re numbers,
that’s what they are.
I’m asking you to place your consciousness in a different way. Now
what’s that way?
When your external world requires something of you and your human
nature responds by scurrying around trying to make it happen, you know
you’ve seen the cause and effect as you’ve looked at it all objectively. And
you’ve certainly developed that wondrous tool — as you call them — that
wondrous tool of objective viewing, where instead of residing in the continued
reaction to what the external world is calling for from you; that you actually
objectively view it all.
Now the world calls forth a hundred dollars and as you say, you have to
come up with a hundred dollars… and you scurrying about trying to figure
out how you can squeeze that one hundred or more — thousands… whatever
the figure is — from your budget; from what’s already the known.
And you know it’s going to be a task, you know it’s going to be difficult,
but you believe you might be able to do it…. Borrow a little from here and
borrow a little from there.
And I’m not saying you’ve been doing anything wrong! I’m just saying,
my dears, that there’s another way. Another way.
So as you step back from all of that for just a moment, and you view
objectively what’s going on, what’s the real calling forth…
What is the real calling forth in this example?
You have something occurring. You need to manifest some money
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whether it’s a hundred dollars or a thousand dollars… but let’s just stay with
a hundred so we can have an example here.
When you view objectively that the external world is calling forth
something that you seemingly don’t have or you will have to … what?... Effort
to really get it together; what is really occurring?
Now before we get into this answer, I want to say there’s nothing wrong
with getting it all together and coming up with that one hundred. But before,
during or after you do that, if you would objectively view what’s going on, you
can give to yourself a relief from that pattern of reacting or responding to
survival, to the old patterns.
Now here’s the answer when you view objectively what’s really going on.
The cause and effect of survival really loves to have every being
participate within it. It’s like an old magnet that just won’t quit… until…. Oh
you are going to love this!... until you view it objectively and you see that that
need to come up with a hundred dollars is the invitation to continue to
participate with survival.
Now as I’ve said, you can do what you’ve always done to get that
hundred together. But in the time of objective viewing, you recognize the old
pattern. What’s the old pattern?
Survival wants and you don’t have. It
wants you to scurry around, get it together,
the old pattern that says, “I can hang on. I
can do this. I’ve done it before.” And the
unspoken word is, “I’m really tired of doing
this. I know there’s an abundance. I know
that it’s unlimited because the Universe is

Survival really loves to have
every being participate within
it. It’s like an old magnet that
just won’t quite until you
view it objectively and see the
invitation to participate
within it.

unlimited. Why do I have limited cash or funds on hand?”
Now I know that earlier in this month, we spoke of expanding our
consciousness in order to manifest abundance. This is what you might call
an addendum., the next part of that class: thinking big. Yes. So that when
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you see, when you recognize objectively that the call to come up with a
hundred dollars is a call to enter survival again; what’s the next step... Even
if you’ve already done it, even if you’ve already come up with a hundred and
you are in the aftermath and you’re reflecting and thinking I just don’t want to
have to do that.
Now that’s a wonderful statement! It says, “I don’t like this.” It says,

Now that’s a wonderful
statement:
“I don’t like this!
I’m discontent with
what’s going on!”

“I’m discontent with what’s going on.”
That’s the first step because you are
automatically in your objective viewing when
you make that statement.
What’s the next step? Easy. Go forth as
I suggested in the first class to what? To clear
your consciousness. To place your awareness

and your conscious focus in its most expanded state.
And then, speak to your entire system, saying,
“All requirements of the physical world are a calling forth of the fabric of
my being because I am the All That Is and I’m flowing forth and taking form;
and as I do, I have a natural automatic flowing to all circumstances that assist
in them manifesting of my financial abundance.”
What’s the next statement? You can just be having a little conversation
with your expanded self. The next conversation might be something like this:
“Look. I’m tired of getting together a hundred dollars. It’s not very much.
A hundred isn’t a lot to manifest when we’re talking about unlimited financial
abundance, financial success, fulfillment in all areas. It’s not very much at all.
So I’m tired of having to get that together.”
What’s the next statement? It’s daring. It’s a daring step. It’s this:
“Because I’m tired of struggling and getting together that hundred dollars
when I know there’s so much more, then this is what I say and do and intent:
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“I surrender all manners of struggle. I surrender all olde patterns that
have worked in manifesting and pulling together a small amount to fulfill an
external need. I give that all up. I release that to survival.”
Now what occurs? Oh the human nature and the mind is going to
dance around that one! Of it is! The mind and the human nature are going to
say, “Well wait a minute. Are you going to give that up? What if the call comes
again for another hundred! How are you going to do it, if you’re giving that up.
You’ll be stuck! You won’t even have enough to pay the rent or the mortgage or
whatever is coming up for the needs! Are you sure you want to give that up??”
And what’s the answer?
The answer is this:
“Oh thank you human nature, thank you survival, and thank you thinking
mind for reminding me that this was a security device. But I’m learning to do it
differently. I’m learning that this really wasn’t an avenue that worked. More
so, it was an avenue that limited because I struggled.
“And thinking mind and human nature and survival, I don’t expect you to
understand all of this. I am just saying to you, I am your expanded
consciousness and I am taking care of everything in the best way possible.
“The surrendering of this olde way, olde survival technique is actually
two-fold. When I surrender the olde ways, the olde struggles, the olde avenues
of responding and reacting, what I am also doing is celebrating the full, glorious
abundant fulfillment of my enriched incarnate being which magnetizes to it all
wondrous ways of financial abundance.
“What I’m doing is, I’m clearing away the old way, I’m clearing away
survival. I’m clearing away my response that has called me into suffering and
survival and struggle. I’m closing that portal. I’m closing it up tight. Locking it
and throwing away the key. Because there’s more. There’s much much more.
And because I am it, it is mine. It is actually mine to have.
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“Then in this moment do I declare, I give great good thanks for the
residing within the Truth of Wholeness of Being.
“I give great good thanks for the Great Abundance as it flows forth as my
fulfillment in all manners.
“I give great good thanks for my ability to hear my own guidance and to
follow those suggestions that come to me, new avenues, new ways.
“I am daring. I am daring to dance in my own fulfillment.
“I am daring. I am daring to say “no” to struggle and “yes” to the ease of
living and the magnetic flowings that come to me automatically in response to
what would be need but never has an opportunity to express its need because I
am already fulfilled.”
Perhaps you want to allow all of that to settle right in? Yes.
You see, my dears, when you dare to give up something that really isn’t
working; you’re doing two things. You are giving up what’s not working and
you are actually placing yourself in the seeming unknown! For fulfillment.
Why is it the seeming unknown?
If you’ve been standing in a mud
puddle for a long time and you’ve been
sloshing around in there, trying to find a

“I am daring to say ‘no’ to
struggle and ‘yes’ to ease of
living!”

clear way to be without the mud; and one
day you step out of it and you shake yourself off. And what occurs?
A beautiful spring rain comes upon you. The rain of Light, the rain of
Truth, the rain of Fulfillment… and it clears aware the residue of that old
puddle called survival.
And you are standing then in the seeming unknown, new. You don’t
exactly know what’s going to happen, but you have a feeling inside that says,
“This is going to be really great! I’m excited! I can feel it already!”
Now just when that feeling of excitement happens — what is that
excitement but the creative energy flowing within you unhampered, just
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looking for its own direction, externally, the path to reside in — what
happens?
Oh the olde statements will come up. The olde statements will say,
“You’re not really going to believe that, are you?” The olde statement might
say, “Oh remember this excitement? It happened before and nothing really good
came of it. You still had to struggle.”
And you’ll say to those thoughts and the old memories, “Oh yes, you’ve
fulfilled your purpose. Thank you.”
Now you might want to push them away, but what I’m saying is
something different. You’ve heard it before.
What you’re saying to the energy that’s invested in those statement, “I
release you of your purpose. You are fulfilled. Come now. Return to your
wholeness of being. Return to me: the All That Is.”
Yes. And then! This is the part that

You are saying to the energy
that is invested in those
statements:
“I release you of your
purpose. You are fulfilled.
Come now. Return to your
wholeness of being. Return
to me: the All That Is.”

you enter into your play. It’s a wonderful
part. It’s a wonderful activity. It’s called
thinking big, as I’ve said in the beginning of
our talk. It’s imagining more of what you
have managed to manifest while in survival.
Oh, you’re not trying to make it
happen. You’re just daring to play. Maybe

you’re thinking that you want a hundred thousand, instead of a hundred.
Why limit it to that?
Your mind might say, “I don’t want millions. I don’t want to have to be
involved in that.”
There’s nothing negative about it. There’s nothing negative about great
abundance.
Remember, clear away those thoughts. Thank them, release them, and
welcome them home to your wholeness of being. Yes.
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There’s nothing wrong with abundance.
And you might be thinking then, another thought, “If I have that much
I’m going to have to give, I’m going to have to give, I’m going to have to find a
wealthy avenue, I’m going to have to find a way to put the wealth somewhere
so that it will do some good…”
And I’m not saying that’s not the way to go. I’m just saying and asking
you to stay right in the moment first of actually receiving, of actually dancing
in that great abundance. You’ll know what to do with it because you follow
your own guidance.
But right in the moment, what does it feel like? Feels happy, maybe.
Something else…. It’s called The Real Thing: Freedom.
Freedom to do what you like, when you like. Freedom to follow your
own dreams. Freedom to investigate what are your joys? Freedom to really
play. Freedom.
That’s what this great financial abundance is all about.
To take a deep breath… ahh… sigh of relief, to never have to wonder
that you have enough because you are more than enough, you are the whole
thing.
So then, what do we do about all of that? Let’s look at it.
First, you looked objectively at an olde pattern that caused you stress
and disappointment and relief because you could manifest a hundred, as
we’ve used that as an example.
And the objective viewing that you decided that you didn’t like that.
And then you dared to get rid of it, to release it, to say “no” to the
pattern.
And you also spoke to your thinking mind and your human nature,
saying, “Don’t worry about this. Everything’s going to be ok. I’m taking care of
it all.”
And then you did take care of it. You placed your consciousness in its
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most expanded state by using the statements that we spoke of earlier in this
month in the first class.
You listened to the olde beliefs as they surfaced and you released them
from their need to be… because they were the reminders of survival.
And then what?
You welcomed the energy back to your wholeness of being.
And then what?
You dared to reflect upon what you really really wanted. And I
suggested that you think about something bigger. If you thought about a
million, think bigger. Why?
Why, do you think that’s greed? No. There’s enough to go around for
everyone.
What is it about? To actually come to recognize that what you really
want is freedom. Freedom to be. Not only freedom from struggle. But
freedom to play, to do what you’d like to do. And yes, that might include
helping a few beings out or a lot of beings out. Because firstly you have given
to yourself the fulfillment in all manners, including your financial abundance.
You’ve said “yes” to more and more and more, knowing that all patterns
of fulfillment resonate with your entirety of being in a way that is playing and
beautiful and easy. Easy.
And all the answers come to you. Why? Because you’re not struggling
any more. You’re not striving to find the answers. You are residing within
your totality of fulfillment. And within it, all the avenues and ways to be, and
what to do next, how to play, how to explore, how to help someone… easily
come to your awareness. Why?
Because you, then, are the magnetic pull. You, then, are the observer of
the external world arranging itself to fulfill that which you’ve called forth
simply by saying — in this example — “Oh I’d sure like more than a hundred.
I’d like a thousand.”
And I’ve been saying, thinking bigger: “I’d like ten thousand. I’d like a
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hundred thousand. Oh I’d like a million. I’d like ten million. A hundred
million.
“I would like my unlimited abundance always flowing to me so that I am
at peace and I have the freedom to be and to go forth in this journey in this next
phase.”
Yes. That’s what it’s all about, my dears.
That’s what it’s all about.

I would like my unlimited abundance always flowing to me
so that I am at peace and I have the freedom to be and go
forth in this journey in this next phase!

If you were to reflect upon all of that, all of what we’ve said together;
and if you were to take each little step and really participate with it; dare to
give up the olde ways, dare…
Now your human nature might come around again… your survivor
might come around again and say, “What if before all of this is situated and
comes to be made manifest, what if there’s a need for another hundred dollars?
What are we going to do then? We’ve given up the olde way!”
And the answer is this: “There’ll always be there and each calling forth
will be better and better, easier and easier, and more fulfilling. I place myself in
my most expanded state.”
Yes.
Recognize those statements, those responses. Maybe you right them
down. Recognize them. What is your expanded consciousness answer?
When you proceed in this way, my dear beings, you remain detached
from the invitation… into what?
Oh yes, the invitation into survival… but more so, the invitation into
fear!
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Yes. Fear of lack. Fear of not having enough. Fear of the pain of
survival. Fear.
And you are saying to those old olde patterns, “Thank you very much,
but no thank you. You are released. I call forth the energies to be dissolved
and returned to my own wholeness of being.”
When you proceed in this manner, your entire journey changes.
And you might say, “Well Merlin, you said we didn’t have to effort in any
of this!”
And I’m saying to you, when I’m saying you don’t have to effort, what
I’m saying is you don’t have to try hard. But you are not going to go into a
closet and shut the door and wait for the Universe to pass under the opening
a few million just to prove to you that you have it. Then you can come out of
the closet and say, “OK, I trust this now.”
You can’t do that. It just doesn't work. It doesn’t work.
What does work? All that we’ve been speaking of.
And yes, it does require your participation. And what’s that all about?
It’s not efforting! It’s staying awake! It’s staying conscious.

The external world
shifts and changes to
match your
consciousness!
To match your
inner choices!

The more that you remain conscious
objectively, and the more you choose to reside in
truth, the truth of wholeness of being; and the
more you continue to dare to let go of the old
ways and embrace the new… the easier the
journey becomes. The easier.
The external world begins to shift and

change and adjust itself to match… what? To match your consciousness. To
match your inner choices!
Yes. That’s what it’s all about, my dears. Yes.
And you might say or be thinking, “Does that mean I don’t have to have
a job?”
I’ll say this: your concept of a job needs to change. What about if your
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play was an avenue for your great abundance?
And you mind, your thinking mind’s going to say, “Well how will that
work?”
And I, Merlin, am going to say, you’ll have to discover that, won’t you.
You’ll just have to go through the steps, you’ll have to dare to
participate in this journey, to really participate in it, to think big and bigger, to
continue to think bigger and bigger and bigger until everything you’ve every
wanted... you’ve already said it… and you finally reach that moment of
realization that what you are really wanting and asking for is inner peace and
the freedom to do what you’d like to do.
Yes.
And then! The amounts don’t matter because there’s always that
flowing, always.
Yes, my dears. Yes.
You might say we’re daring to throw away the olde rules and regulations
and we’re daring to be real, to be real, to participate consciously in the real
thing: The Magic of this journey where the consciousness of your being —
consciousness: that means that you are awaken, awake, awake! You are
remaining objective and participating — where the consciousness of your
being determines your external world and your journey within it. Yes. That’s
what this is all about.
I am your friend, Merlin, and I am most fond of you. Most fond of you.
You are most amazing beings!
Then until we speak again, I say, reflect upon all of this and take the
action necessary to assure yourself, assure what? To assure yourself that you
are choosing to reside in the biggest fulfillment ever. Yes.
Then I would seemingly be on my way!
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You are daring to participate consciously in
the Magic of this Journey
where the consciousness of your being
determines your external world and your journey within it!
Yes!
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